
UCC’s Green Laboratory Programme  
 

UCC’s Green Laboratory program brings together the Lab community at UCC and is made up of Lab 

managers, technical officers, lab users, suppliers and supported by the operational services and 

procurement department in an effort to make UCC laboratories more sustainable. The LEAF 

(Laboratory Efficiency Assessment Framework), programme improves the sustainability and efficiency 

of laboratories.  

The program sets out to reduce and minimise the environmental footprint of our lab operations, 

develop policies and good practice guidance and to bring together the Lab community at UCC to 

implement a green lab certification program at the University.  

 

Laboratories are awarded either a Bronze, Silver, or Gold level depending on how many sustainability 

actions they take. To date UCC has been awarded 3 bronze LEAF levels for its laboratories.  

 

LEAF contains actions that lab users can take to save plastics, water, energy and other resources. By 

taking part in the programme, laboratories reduce their carbon emissions and create an environment 

that supports research quality.  

 

 
 

The LEAF programme comprises the following four elements: 
 The Framework: An online tool that guides users through sustainability actions for the laboratory. 



 Online calculators: To help you estimate how sustainable your lab is now and track improvements 
as you make changes. 

 Toolkit and Resources: Everything you need to implement the suggested changes in LEAF from 
guides to sustainable lab equipment and consumables to induction and exit procedures. You can 
access these here. 

 User Engagement & Training: To get you started we offer each institution a tailored workshop to 
engage laboratory staff and students on sustainable science, and to introduce LEAF. 

 

LEAF is supported by the UKRN (UK reproducibility network). This is in recognition that high-quality 

research is sustainable research – Ensuring that studies are reproducible and that we make use of the 

data we generate is a sustainability challenge as well as one for science. UKRN provides an annual 

review of the actions within LEAF which relate to research quality. LEAF is also supported by 

the National Technician Development Centre (NTDC), in recognition that the application of 

sustainable lab practices improves career development and visibility for technical staff. 

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/sustainable/staff/labs/resources-and-materials
https://www.bristol.ac.uk/psychology/research/ukrn/
https://nationaltechnicianscentre.ac.uk/

